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Introduction
The June 2014 6EC03/01 Business Economics and Economic Efficiency exam was the
penultimate paper in the 2008 Specification, and it followed the same patterns and
expectations as in recent papers. Students did not face any particular problems and most
could complete the paper in the time available. There were very few rubric errors, and most
students have grasped the exam technique that is expected. The standard of language
and understanding were high, and the students had been prepared well for the paper, but
there were many problems with illegibility of handwriting and the increased use of pens
which showed through to the reverse side of the exam paper making them very hard to
read. There were no reported errors on the paper, and the rubric was adhered to by almost
all candidates. The main comments from the team leaders were that students that use
standard theory and apply it to the context given can earn the marks efficiently. There is
not a great deal of asymmetric information when it comes to what the students know and
what the examiner is looking for.
The most popular optional question was 9 over question 10 by a ratio of 2:1. This proved
to be a centre specific choice, however, as revealed on the scripts which went onto extra
pages, and those centres which were well rehearsed on price discrimination were strongly in
favour of question 10, and a good knowledge of the theory and evaluation on specific areas
helped candidates to perform well.
The mean at 52.4 was up 5.7 raw marks on June 2013 (46.7). The two main explanations
for the rise in the mean are that there was no January 2014 exam for England and Wales.
In previous years more than half of the entries were in January, and the percentage
retaking in the June session was high (approximately 20%). In this session the number of
retakes was below 1%. The second explanation is that the supported choice questions were
far more accessible than in June 2013 and June 2012, with a mean of above 3 out of 4 on
all but two questions, and on these the mean was almost 3.
The standard deviation of the paper fell by 1.4 to 10.4. This may be explained largely
by the relative accessibility of the supported choice questions, and also the lack of a ‘tail’
on the 16 mark questions. Most students could perform well on the high mark-based
questions, meaning that there was not the usual spread of marks at the bottom end of the
range. This reasoning explains the significant rise in the E grade from 27 in June 2013 to
34 in June 2014.
In terms of context the paper was extremely accessible with some observant and interesting
answers being given. There was much evidence of past papers being used as a guide,
and many very informed answers on PFI (question 8) and patents (9(b)) were particularly
well answered by those who had prepared rigorously. There were no questions explicitly
demanding game theory, but many students used this effectively in their extended answers.
The mean mark on the supported choice was higher than at any other time on the 2008
Spec., with a mean score per question of over 3 out of 4 marks.
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Question 1
The opening question on integration was clearly liked by candidates, although a significant
number of candidates did select C (forward vertical merger).
Mean score out of a total of 4 marks

3.18

Standard deviation based on 4 marks 1.21
Some candidates chose A, because both firms are involved in production involving milk,
but the careful reading of question and basic understanding of the fundamental area of the
specification did obviate most problems on this question.
The misapprehension seems to have arisen from the word 'seller' in the description of
Proper Welsh Milk, as these candidates thought that any seller must be a retailer, i.e. stage
of production immediately before the consumer, rather than a primary product producer.  It
is important to observe that on a paper entitled Business Economics the centrality of the
concept of inter-business trade.

Examiner Comments

Here the score is 0 + 1, for the sense
of vertical integration only.
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Examiner Tip

For a second mark the answer could
have knocked out A or D with this level
of understanding of the question.

The most secure way to score a third mark was to explain a benefit of the merger to Dairy
Crest Group, for example that they could gain secure control of milk supplies, or cut the
cost of milk.

Examiner Comments

A good answer, efficiently picking up 1 + 3 marks.

Examiner Tip

Many candidates were able to secure knock-out marks through
giving correct definitions of horizontal (A) and conglomerate
(D) mergers, but it should be observed that knock out marks
are only awarded if they offer new economic analysis, and they
are never earned for simply reversing a key.
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Question 2
Candidates who chose the correct key were generally able to secure two explanation marks
by giving a characteristic of perfect competition, and by drawing a diagram for a firm,
illustrating a perfectly elastic demand/AR/MR curve. Very few mistook the market structure,
and almost all could give at least one characteristic of the model, although many wasted
time by writing everything they knew.
Mean score out of a total of 4 marks

3.16

Standard deviation based on 4 marks 1.03
Many drew a short run diagram for one firm, which was a good way to start the question.

6
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Examiner Comments

This candidate crossed out the long run diagram, which
could have earned another mark. This gets 1 + 2, for the
characteristics of perfect competition (1) and the diagram
showing the horizontal AR=MR.

Examiner Tip

It's best to draw a diagram showing the firm and the
industry as a whole, with the changes that occur in the
long run.

A small number of candidates also drew an industry diagram showing how the price was
set, and this was an effective way to show the changes in the long run (and thereby also a
knockout of D). Candidates found it difficult to secure knock-out marks for this question.
The most popular option to attempt to knock-out was D, but explanations for this tended to
be incomplete, and often assumed that firm output would be lower in the SR than in the LR,
when it could be lower or higher, depending on whether the firm was earning SNP or a loss
in the SR. A minority of candidates earned an application mark by, for example, explaining
the homogenous nature of cherries, for example saying that the cherry seller might not be
able to identify her own cherries if brought back to the market.
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Examiner Comments

This diagram is not adequate as there is no
AR extrapolated and indeed AS and AD are
used rather than S and D. The key chosen is
incorrect, showing real misunderstanding.
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Examiner Tip

Make sure the knockout gives some precise
economics, not vague use of terms as in the
example here. This just earns 0 + 1 for the
characteristics of perfect competition only.

Question 3
Candidates found this a slightly more challenging question, both in terms of selecting the
correct key, and gaining explanation marks, although there was a great deal of interest in
talking about football and share prices.
This is a good example of how to score the marks.

Examiner Comments

Just enough to keep shareholders happy - 1
Pursue other objectives - 1
Knock out of C with explanation - profit maximisation
raises share prices/new players will eat into profits - 1
1+3

Examiner Tip

Explanations of profit satisficing were
often too vague to be awarded a mark,
saying simply that it meant that firms
did not profit maximise, rather than
referring to the level of profits which
would be minimally acceptable to
shareholders. This is a much more
effective way to achieve two marks in
just one sentence at the outset.
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Very few candidates seemed to be familiar with the ideas of the principal-agent problem,
or the divorce of ownership and control which leads to it. In terms of achieving knock-out
marks, candidates found it very challenging to explain the expected relationship between
dividends and share price when trying to knock-out option A.

Examiner Comments

This answer gives over too much to
definitions and knockouts, with a
maximum of 0+2 marks because the key
is incorrect.
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Examiner Tip

A diagram is often the most effective way to pick up
marks, and the space does not have to be filled with
text. There is usually a maximum of one mark for a
definition.

Question 4
This question was well answered, as candidates were able to earn marks for giving the
condition for sales maximisation and for illustrating this on a costs/revenue diagram, even if
they could not complete all three columns correctly.  
AR was the column most often completed correctly, while TC proved more challenging.
Candidates should remember that they can take a calculator into the exam, as a notable
number did seem to struggle with the long division calculation that didn't result in a whole
number result.

Examiner Comments

This was one of the few answers that scored
zero. Note that the definition of sales
maximisation does not have the sense of a
normal profit constraint.

Examiner Tip

Very few entered no numbers at all in the
table as seen here, there is no negative
marking if the numbers are wrong, so an
attempt should always be made.
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Most candidates correctly calculated the Average Revenue column of the table and full
marks were often obtained by completing the table alone. This was a high scoring question.

Examiner Comments

1+3 scored on the first page alone.
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Examiner Tip

Identification of sales maximisation as AC=AR gained
one mark for the majority of students whichever key
was selected.

Question 5
The majority of candidates were able to select the correct key, and offer some definition of
oligopoly and/or explain that firms were interdependent in oligopoly. An effective approach
was to draw and explain the rationale behind the kinked demand curve, although this is just
one of many possible models to use. Doing so provided candidates with a useful framework
for their responses, as otherwise many candidates referred simply to other firms 'changing'
(or not changing) their prices when one firm 'changed' their price; this was obviously
insufficient, as the asymmetric responses of competitors is the basis of the kinked demand
curve.
Most candidates started off with a description of oligopoly and included the interdependence
trait to gain two marks. An explicit knockout of Option E gave the third mark although a
correctly labelled kinked demand curve or pay off matrix was also used to gain full marks,
as seen here. Very few candidates selected an incorrect option.

Examiner Comments

Kinked demand curves - even very simple ones
such as this - can illustrate the sticky prices
effectively.

Examiner Tip

Labelling the elastic and inelastic parts of the
demand curve is very effective.
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A few answers were based on the choice C. The question seemed to confuse candidates in
the use of the negative 'prevent', and there was clearly a belief by some that the concept of
tacit collusion would be one that could earn marks.

Examiner Comments

This did score 0 + 2, although there
is more than one way to earn the
marks. Remember that the score is
capped at 0+2 with the incorrect key.
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Examiner Tip

The candidate hadn't ruled out A as we see
the answer is also circled. Careful reading of
the question would have made this an easier
choice.

Question 6
Despite a correct definition of contestability many candidates referred only to competition
when developing answers to this question. The role of the regulator was a common mark
but distractors were weak and rarely scored marks.

Examiner Comments

Economies of scale, whether internal or external, do seem to
attract most interest as incorrect answers. There is a case to be
made that economies of scale can act as a barrier to entry, but in
the context of this question it is most unlikely to have been the
reason to prevent a takeover, unless linked to contestability, which
is indeed the better answer of C.
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Question 7
This question proved to be an accessible question and tested a wide range of skills and
concepts. Only a few answered the question as if for a profit maximising firm, and the
majority read the question and applied it effectively to sales maximisation. Unlike previous
years, very few candidates now confuse sales maximisation with revenue maximisation, and
indeed most could rule out this key and apply the concept effectively either by using the
diagram or the formula MR=0. The question had one of the highest means.
Mean score out of a total of 4 marks

3.14

Standard deviation based on 4 marks 1.16
Surprisingly few candidates annotated the diagram and a correct knock-out of Option D was
very rare, but illustrated here.   Marks were gained by most from the definition of allocative
efficiency and explanation of monopoly with a correct knock-out of Option C being a popular
way to gain full marks.
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Examiner Comments

This scored 1+3, although there is far more than required here
for the full marks.

Examiner Tip

Annotation of the diagram, in this case a line through
FGH and a new line adding in the SNP for a profit
maximising firm, and the identification of P=MC, are
effective ways to score marks.
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Candidates found it very difficult to achieve full explanation marks for this question without
giving one or two knock-outs. The majority of those who selected the correct key were also
able to give the condition for allocative efficiency, although far fewer were able to link this to
what it meant for consumer/producer/societal welfare.

Examiner Comments

C was also a common distractor, along with A and E.
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Examiner Tip

Annotate the diagram, and if notes are
made, e.g. MR=0 at point Z, this can earn a
mark.

Question 8
This was the lowest scoring supported choice question, although the mean was much higher
than questions of a similar type in previous sessions.
Mean score out of a total of 4 marks

2.90

Standard deviation based on 4 marks 1.27
The main discriminator is to use the concept that the projects are leased or rented to the
government once built by the private sector. A sense that the projects last 25-30 years also
adds marks to questions such as this.
Candidates found it challenging to secure knock-out marks for this question, as they often
did little more than negate the incorrect keys, for example writing that 'B is incorrect
because the public sector can borrow more cheaply than the private sector can' without
explaining why this is the case. Candidates should be reminded that they do need to
provide adequate justifications for their knock-outs.
Explanations of the PFI were often too vague to be awarded a mark. Many candidates
thought that the private sector either only financed, or only constructed the project, rather
than both. Many candidates also thought that the government repaid the private sector
firm over the contract term, or had to repay the cost with interest.

Examiner Comments

As with earlier questions, although it
might be true that C is a consequence of
PFI, this would not be a reason for PFI.

Examiner Tip

Careful reading of the question is key.
This earns zero marks.
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Here is an effective answer.

Examiner Comments

There is some value in the knock out, in explaining why the
government can borrow more cheaply than the private sector.

Examiner Tip

Try to use the word lease or rent in PFI questions, and
know who leases to whom.
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Question 9 (a)
With a mean score of 3.65/4 this was the highest scoring question in any session for some
years.
The majority of candidates were able to identify the market structure from the figure,
and define/explain this to receive a second knowledge mark. For candidates stating that
the global chewing gum market is an oligopoly, we were really looking for candidates to
calculate an n-firm concentration ratio, rather than simply state market shares from the
figure.
Here is a good, and fairly typical response.

Examiner Comments

Oligopoly identified - 1
Explanation of oligopoly (few large firms) - 1
Calculation of concentration ratio - 2

Examiner Tip

Use a concentration ratio wherever possible. Make
sure you do not include 'others' in the calculation,
however.
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Some still forget to use the data, which is an ineffectual approach on a data response paper.

Examiner Comments

Oligopoly - 1
Explanation of oligopoly - 1
No use of data

Examiner Tip

2 marks for theory and 2 marks for application, on all
9(a) and 10(a) questions.
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Question 9 (b)
Candidates generally seemed to have a good understanding of what patents are, and were
able to explain one or two benefits of them, but some were confused by the subsidies also
mentioned in the passage, and also the concept with government grants or production.
We allowed very broad interpretations of the question, so awarded marks for benefits of
patents to firms, to other stakeholders, or to the economy in general. Some candidates
did not appreciate the need to evaluate their responses to this question (it was a 'discuss'
question).
Here is an effective example.
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Examiner Comments

Definition - 1
Provides return on investment & time/so creates incentive
to invest - 2
Risk of x-inefficiency/creating a monopoly/leading to higher
prices - 3e
Will lead to cross subsidisation/further R&D elsewhere - 1
Depends on the length of the patent - 2e
Total 4 + 4e = 8

Examiner Tip

Remember that 4/8 marks are evaluation, so make two
evaluation points.
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This answer illustrates a very common mistake made by candidates, in that they answered
simply about the specific patent given to Rev7 and merely repeated the data about the
benefits of non-stick gum and longer lasting nicotine gum. While some credit could be given
for the concept of innovation and externalities, this would usually only run to one benefit.

Examiner Comments

This is too much of a repeat of the
text, and lacks economic analysis.

Examiner Tip

Watch the BBC's 'Dragon's Den' for the
reiterated importance of patents.
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Question 9 (c)
A notable proportion of candidates misinterpreted the evidence presented and argued that
Revolymer had shut down because the one-off cost to exit the market was less than the
annual cost base. While it is true that in the SR, a firm will shut down if AR<AVC, as in this
case the fixed costs that equate to its losses will be less than its losses if it were to stay
in the industry, this is not the same thing as was being referred to in the extract. Without
any information on revenue, candidates were unable to correctly say that shutting down
immediately would minimise Revolymer's losses, and so this was not a valid argument.
Rather, we were looking for candidates to discuss the various reasons for falling demand in
the US market as a whole, the high competition, challenges to Revolymer's patent or the
apparently high cost base of operating in the US market.
Two marks were reserved for a diagram in this question. A good proportion of candidates
were able to show a correct shift in the curves, but far fewer were able to show the firm
making a loss after these shifts. Many candidates illustrated a fall in demand as a pivotal
shift of the AR/MR curves, rather than a parallel inward shift. Although a mark was awarded
for this, it often meant that the equilibria drawn did not illustrate what the candidate wanted
or expected them to show.
Candidates found it difficult to evaluate their responses to this question. We did not award
evaluation marks for simply suggesting other reasons that might have been behind the exit
from the market (for example, 'it might have been because costs had risen, rather than
demand had fallen…'). Additionally, many candidates failed to appreciate that the marks for
this question were equally split between KAA and evaluation. This meant that responses
tended to be unequally balanced, giving far more weight to KAA than to evaluation, and
hence not attaining full marks.
The main discriminator on this question was the evaluation, for which 6 marks were
reserved.
There was so much to write in terms of KAA from the passage and the required diagram
that many answers did not provide enough evidence as critical judgement. It is advised to
make two solid or three well explained evaluation points for a 12 mark question.
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Examiner Comments

Diagram (correct loss area only, but no shift) - 1
AR does not cover AVC (1) with use of data (1)
Market is shrinking (1) leading to lower demand (1)
They may be able to cross subsidise lossed (1) and could lead
to higher market share in the LR (1) - 2e
Other factors may be changing outside of the information given
- 2e
The last point is a very weak point at evaluation, but the
previous ev marks are also slightly generous
5/6 KAA + 4/6EV = Total 9/12
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Examiner Tip

Diagrams need a shift and a
new profit/loss area. There
are normally two marks
reserved for diagrams on these
questions.

This is a very effective answer which scored full marks.
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Examiner Comments

The shift and new lower profit area is effectively shown
for two marks, and there is plenty of evidence using
the passage. There are three solid evaluation points.

Examiner Tip

A clear diagram showing the shift with arrows and
labelling the areas with letters is a very effective tool.
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Question 9 (d)
Candidates seem to be relatively familiar with this style of question, and as long as
candidates had managed their time successfully, they tended to be able to produce decent
answers.
There is, however, a good deal of confusion between predatory and limit pricing, and many
candidates either confused them entirely, or lumped them together as one strategy. It
would be beneficial for candidates to be clearer on the differences between the two.
Generally, discussions of pricing strategies allowed candidates to earn more marks than
discussions of non-pricing strategies, as candidates were able to integrate more economic
analysis into the former, while the latter tended to be very descriptive and un-technical.
The most successful candidates either grounded their analysis of non-price strategies very
securely in economic theory, or made sure to thoroughly apply the strategies to the chewing
gum market. For example, when suggesting that firms could invest in R&D to develop new
and/or improved products they wrote about inventing new chewing gum flavours, chewing
gum with added vitamins etc.
Students who wrote about the kinked demand curve, and what it might imply about the
likely effectiveness of pricing as opposed to non-pricing strategies in oligopolies tended
to do so fairly well, and it does seem that this part of the specification is increasingly well
understood by candidates.
However, references to game theory, and in particular drawing pay-off matrices was not
so well done, and a good number of supposed representations of the prisoner's dilemma
did not actually have this structure. Many candidates wanted to write about collusion as
a possible strategy, but were unsure as to how this could be used as a response to new
entrants into the market (usually collusion would aim to raise prices/joint profits in the
SR, whereas candidates appreciated that here higher prices would make it easier for new
entrants to join), so explanations often became rather confused on this point.
This is a weak answer, not giving clearly defined theory.
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Examiner Comments

Collusion & explanation - 2
Predatory/limit - 1 (as techniques not distinguished)
Advertising - 1 (not sufficient explanation)
Competition Commission may investigate - 2e
New firms could still enter if cross subsidising - 1e
Total - 4 + 3e = 7

Examiner Tip

Give four strategies, at least one price and one nonprice. Make sure that they relate to contestability not
competitiveness or revenue, for this question.
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This answer is far better.
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Examiner Comments

Predatory pricing & exp - 2
Niche market - 3e (focusing specifically on the text and points
out that the strategy may not be appropriate where the
entrant operates in a different segment - hence not in direct
competition)
Collusion & pay off matrix -2 (though a confused explanation
with a matrix showing them worse off at low/low price)
Illegal & may break down - 2e
Price war & explanation - 2 (though very similar to the first
point)
Some may not participate - 1e
Advertising & explanation - 2
Total 8 + 6e = 14

Examiner Tip

Use four distinct paragraphs and evaluate as you go
along, in depth and in different ways each time.
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Question 10 (a)
A diagram is effective in the question, to illustrate the difference between AVC and AC, and
their importance for shut down.
The use of data here is actually relating to variable costs (camera parts) and a figure is
given.
Most answers did not achieve any application marks, and the mean was 1.86/4.

Examiner Comments

AVC exceeds AR - 1
Diagram 2 - AVC above price + loss area

Examiner Tip

Choose the data carefully when so much is
provided.

Could not cover variable costs of cameras - 1
Loss of 12million - 1
This earns the max 4, and is one of few that
did so.
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The data required for the question was not why there is a loss, but what the loss is. The
why element is in question 10(b) and the candidates often found themselves repeating
factors.

Examiner Comments

No longer able to cover the VC = 1
Diagram 0 (as no actual price/output is identified)
Make sure you annotate MC=MR and find the loss area.

Examiner Tip

2 marks for theory and 2 marks for application, on all
9(a) and 10(a) questions.
Read the next question to ensure the 10(b) part is not
given in part 10(a).
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Question 10 (b)
Candidates seemed to understand the mark allocation of this question, and what was
expected of them clearly. The vast majority were able to give one or two likely reasons, and
at least attempt to draw a diagram to illustrate the effect of these.
Shifts in curves were better done than the resulting loss area, although as for question 9(c),
candidates tended to draw just the AR shift (not MR) and failed to find the new MC=MR as a
result.
Many also shaded the loss area using a horizontal line from the MC=MR node - always to be
avoided. Candidates seemed to understand the need to evaluate their responses, although
were sometimes unable to interpret the information given in the extract clearly enough to
support them in this.
This is an example of good KAA, and a reasonable attempt at evaluation.
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Examiner Comments

Diagram 2 marks - on the first page it is 'size of loss' (incorrect)
but on the second there is a correct loss area given. The data is
used effectively so maximum 4 KAA awarded.
Costs are used to show that the magnitude is not as first
considered, and this was a typical effective approach for 2
marks. Just stating that costs had risen was KAA, but here it
is clearly used as a magnitude point, and therefore counts as
evaluation.
4+2e=6

Examiner Tip

Spend time considering evaluation points. You can find
lists of evaluative approaches in any good exam guide.
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This is a good example of diagrams that do not work - there is no MC=MR, and no loss area.

Examiner Tip

Learning shifts in AR/MR and AC/MC earns marks many
times over on this paper.
Always find MC=MR for the quantity - but NOT for
anything on the vertical axis.

Examiner Comments

There are just 2 marks given here, for
use of the data.
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Question 10 (c)
This proved to be a very challenging question, which candidates struggled to achieve
high marks on. The key to achieving good marks for KAA seemed to be defining price
discrimination and including a diagram to illustrate third degree price discrimination, as
up to 3 marks were awarded for these. We were then looking for candidates to explain
whether or not the conditions required for successful third degree price discrimination could
be met for a firm that was selling both online and on the high street. The better candidates
were able to explain why customers in the two different places might have different PEDs,
but even the best struggled to give much relevant analysis beyond this.
Less able candidates tended to misinterpret the question entirely, and explain possible
reasons for different prices being charged online and in shop (e.g. different costs of
production). Alternatively, candidates explained whether or not online OR high street
retailers could successfully price discriminate (e.g. offering student/OAP discounts in store
etc.), but did not really engage with the central idea of the question, that was to what
extent selling both ways affected the firm's ability to do so.
As the question referred to price discrimination broadly, some more able candidates were
able to get good mileage out of a discussion of which forms of price discrimination might
be more or less possible (first, second or third degree). However, simply describing these
forms were of no value to the answer.
Evaluation tended to be even less well done than analysis. Only the best candidates were
able to expand on the point that likely cost differences between selling in store and online
meant that this didn't really qualify as price discrimination, or were able to discuss how
it might not be possible to prevent market arbitrage, and/or the effect of the internet on
reducing asymmetric information generally.
This is fairly typical for 10(c), as a long answer with almost no relevant content.
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Examiner Comments

1 mark for the concept of price discrimination
1 mark given for application, but there is really no economic
theory and very little context from the passage.

Examiner Tip

This answer could have been drawn out from
basis knowledge of the three conditions of price
discrimination, and clear reading of the helpful
passage.
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This is one of the few good answers.
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Examiner Comments

The definition and diagram alone earn 1+2 KAA marks
The passage is well used, and the conditions for price
discrimination are applied.

Examiner Tip

Evaluate your own evaluation if
unsure of what to say.

The only real weakness is brevity of evaluation (4/6
marks).
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Question 10 (d)
The main issue here was that candidates did not take note of the fact that this question
was asking about strategies which would increase profit. Therefore candidates did need
to explicitly explain how a strategy would have this effect to earn good marks. The most
common area where this was a factor was pricing strategies that involved price cuts. We
were looking here for candidates to say that either price elastic demand would mean an
increase in revenue following a price cut, leading to increased profits (although as one of
many evaluation approaches either the game theory matrix or the kinked demand curve
model might suggest that this is unlikely in an oligopoly), or that once a competitor had
been knocked out of the market, the incumbent firm would be able to raise prices back up,
increasing profits in the LR.
Comments on the relative strength of explanations of price/non-price strategies, and the
use of the kinked demand curve model, and game theory as for 9(d) above.
There was a repeated mistake in that many descriptions of the powers of the competition
authorities said that the CMA or its predecessors could fine firms up to 10% of profits
rather than revenue, and many thought investigation is automatic for firms merging if they
reached 25% or more market share. Clearly there are many cases where investigation does
not even begin.
A further point to note for teaching in the future is that while the newly formed CMA
(Competition and Markets Authority) had replaced the CC and the OFT at the time of
the exam, this information was not required for the exam. It did, however, make for
interesting reading for those who did mention the recent development, and the sense of
the new powers the CMA could wield. In future years both the old and new institutions will
be recognised by the examiners, but it would undoubtable benefit students if they have
knowledge of recent changes.
This is an effective answer, using the pay off matrix to demonstrate problems of advertising,
when trying to reduce contestability.
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Examiner Comments

This earns 8KAA + 7eval - it clearly is a strong
answer, but the evaluation on the second page after
the pay off matrix is very brief ('advertising is a sunk
cost') and needs more development.
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Examiner Tip

Pay off matrices can be very effective, for
pricing or non-pricing policies. Note that
numerical values do not have to be given,
although they can be more efficient for the
candidate.

This demonstrates a typical weak response. There are no paragraphs, and hence the points
come across as undeveloped points. The answer strays into issues of unemployment, which
are not relevant to the question. The student has also run out of time.

Examiner Comments

Three points made 1 + 2 + 1 and two
attempts at evaluation 1e + 1e
Total 6 marks

Examiner Tip

On a 16 mark question, the QWC marks are awarded in
the sense that a clearly set out answer with paragraphs
and structure can earn marks efficiently. This is a good
example of the opposite.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
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•

write legibly, and use continuous prose

•

aim to develop arguments rather than making lists

•

predatory pricing and limit pricing are not necessarily going to raise profits for a firm in fact, quite the reverse in the short term. Also consider the fact that limit pricing is
sometimes advised by the government, and is not therefore automatically illegal

•

the CMA has replaced the CC and the OFT. While not needed in this session it would be
wise to know this in the future

•

firms sell to other firms. This is not retail but wholesale.

•

use a calculator

•

use a diagram if provided

•

draw a diagram if possible

•

a minute a mark is a good rule of thumb for timing.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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